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you can select a range of sites for proactive
scanning, like only those on your home network
and those in the cloud. baidu's proactive scanning
is better than that of some free tools. it reports
fewer false positives and reduces the chances of
your system being scanned by unwanted sources
(the latter of which isn't possible with third-party
scanning engines). baidu can also block external
sites, including those that try to host malware on
their pages. the interface is clean and
unobtrusive, and it's easy to navigate even if
you're new to antivirus software. you can save
multiple profiles for different work and home
networks, so it's easy to switch between them.
the software is free, and it has all the usual
features, like the ability to quarantine suspected
files, scan hidden folders, etc. for those worried
about privacy, the software uses a sandboxed
environment to protect your pc while it scans. in
fact, baidu even offers a self-destruct option.
baidu antivirus offers two ways to block malware.
one is to block its url, using a list of blacklisted
urls supplied by the manufacturer. this list is fairly
thorough, though it misses urls that we found that
are well-known phishing sites. the other way is to
block download attempts from malware sites
using a web-based threat monitoring service. this
is where baidu shines. in the latest version, it
offers two services, one for incoming and one for
outgoing traffic. while baidu antivirus is
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reasonably effective at blocking malware, it has a
few problems of its own. for one, its user interface
has many bugs. also, it has a serious problem of
false positives. during our tests, we found that
baidu antivirus blocked a process that we knew to
be malware-infected, but which baidu mistakenly
identified as a legitimate program. that led to a
false positive on the antivirus.

Download Free Baidu Anti Virus

baidu's a great cloud-based security suite, but it
doesn't include the more comprehensive features

of its enterprise edition. as a free version,
however, it's a great option for those who want an

all-in-one solution. baidu's a great cloud-based
security suite. its free version doesn't come with

the more complete features of its enterprise
edition, but it's a strong free option for those who

want a robust security solution. we also tested
how baidu antivirus would deal with malware
downloads from well-known malware-hosting

sites. all of them successfully downloaded to the
test system and executed. that's a big problem,

since even if you install the program, you'll still be
vulnerable to the malware contained within these

files. mediocre malicious download blocking
mediocre malicious download blocking baidu

doesn't actually block downloads of malicious.exe
files. it will block attempts to download the.exe
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file as a downloader, but not as the actual
executable file. it's not clear if it's the company's
policy to avoid blocking a file that is already on

your system. if baidu would block malware
downloads, it would be the only antivirus product

to do so. other products just ignore the
downloading, and would either block the file or
not block it, but not stop the malware once it's

already on your pc. baidu's scores of 2.7 and 2.9
are below average for both categories. baidu has
the lowest scores of any product i've tested on
this test. baidu's behavior in this test is even

worse than what it did in the prior free antivirus
software for linux review. baidu didn't block any

of the attempted malware downloads. worse,
some of the attempts succeeded in downloading
the malicious file. that's a big problem, since the

company's product doesn't block malware
downloads at all. a product that doesn't block
malware downloads is a magnet for malware.
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